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Discouraged by a boring, white room, Princess Arabella does what any princess would and adds some color! After mixing primary colors together, her dressing table becomes pink and her mirror, a deep purple. Yellow and red come together to make the perfect orange chair, but no one is more surprised than Arabella when she wakes up in her painted green bed. Was it all a dream? Paint splatters on the floor suggest not, but perhaps we will never know for sure.

From start to finish, this book will captivate the heart of any young prince or princess. Children can guess what color will be made as she mixes her paints and will delight in naming the colors or pointing out their favorites. The mystery at the end will leave children wondering if Princess Arabella really did paint the furniture in her room, or if Arabella is just like them and not allowed to do crafts in her bedroom. This is the perfect book for children learning about colors or a young artist who loves to paint!